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Pressure-induced structural phase transformations in rare-earth metals Ce and Pr were studied at different
temperatures with an externally heated diamond anvil cell by angle dispersive x-ray diffraction using a syn-
chrotron source. Evidence for the presence of the monoclinicC2/m sZ=8d phase, Pr-VII, in the pressure range
10–25 GPa has been observed. Theoretical models are proposed and the corresponding phase diagrams are
worked out. They are compared to the experimental phase diagrams of cerium and praseodymium. The theory
explains consistently the contradictory data on the stability of monoclinic and orthorhombic phases of Ce.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rare-earth metals exhibit a pronounced systematics in
their crystal structures as a function of the atomic number
across the lanthanides series or with increasing pressure.1,2 It
is well established that the electron transfer in valence shells
induces a characteristic hcp-9R-dhcp-fcc-dist.fcc sequence
of reconstructive phase transitions in lanthanides3–5 observed
in high-pressure experiments. However, the knowledge about
another typical sequence of phase transformations, dist-fcc-
monoclinic- “a-U”-bct, with some features commonly attrib-
uted to phenomena fromf electrons, is more limited. It has
been shown that the “distorted fcc” phase of Pr, found also in
La, Nd, Pm, Sm, Gd, and Yb,6 has a rhombohedral structure

sR3̄m, Z=8) (Ref. 7) and results from a weakly first-order
phase transformation from the fcc phase with increasing
pressure. The subsequent high-pressure phase reported for
Pr, also found in Nd and Sm, has been claimed to be a
monoclinic a9-Ce-like structure, which is the precursor of
the collapsed phases in these metals.8,9 The phase transition
to the “a-U” phase in Pr is commonly considered as an
analog of theg-a isostructural phase transformation in Ce
(Refs. 10 and 11) because of the big volume jump involved,
thus suggesting a similar electronic phenomenon driving the
transformation. At the same time either or both monoclinic
anda-U phases can be present in the high-pressure sequence
of phases in Ce metal, and conflicting evidence with regard
to whether one or the other phase is the real equilibrium
phase in this metal has been reported(see Ref. 12 and refer-
ences hereafter).

The structural similitude reported for the high-pressure
monoclinic anda-U polymorph modifications of Pr and Ce
metals motivated us to study more thoroughly the evolution
of the above phases as a function of pressure in these metals.
The presence of monoclinic and/ora-U phases in the phase
diagram of Pr and Ce can be comprehensively accounted for
in the framework of a phenomenological theory,13 showing

that specific strain/stress conditions induced in the material,
for example by the thermomechanical treatment, promote
metastable phases in Pr and Ce metals, in agreement with the
experimental results.12

The format of this paper is as follows. First, after an in-
troduction and presentation of the experimental setup, we
communicate, in Sec. III, the results of an accurate diffrac-
tion study of the high-pressure–high-temperature phase
transformations in Ce and Pr metals, and we discuss impor-
tant details of their structure parameter behavior indicating
the state off electrons in different phases. Then, in Sec. IV,
a phenomenological theory is presented which describes the
phase diagrams of Ce and Pr and makes consistent the con-
tradictive data published earlier on the stability of mono-
clinic and orthorhombic phases of Ce.

II. EXPERIMENT

Small chips from polycrystalline Ce and Pr lumps with a
purity of 99.9%(GoodFellow) were studied in an externally
heated diamond-anvil cell(DAC) by angle-dispersive x-ray-
diffraction techniques.In situ high-pressure diffraction data
were obtained at the ID-30 beam line of the European Syn-
chrotron Radiation Facility(ESRF, Grenoble, France) using
monochromaticsl=0.3738 Åd x radiation. We collected also
high-pressure diffraction data from Pr at longer x-ray wave-
length sl=0.72 Åd at the Swiss-Norwegian Beam Lines
(BM 1A, ESRF). Diffraction patterns were collected with an
image plate detectorsMAR 345d. The sample-to-detector
distance and the image plate inclination angles were pre-
cisely calibrated using a silicon standard. The two-
dimensional diffraction images were analyzed using the
ESRF FIT2D software, yielding one-dimensional intensity
versus diffraction angle 2u patterns.14 Rietveld refinement of
the structures was performed using theGSASpackage.15 NaCl
and ruby provided a pressure calibration. Diffraction mea-
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surements were performed up to a maximum pressure of
46 GPa in the case of Pr, and up to 22 GPa in experiments
with Ce. In order to prevent oxidation, samples were loaded
in DAC either with silicon oil or under a dry argon gas
atmosphere.

III. RESULTS

A. Cerium

A mixture of dhcp(P63/mmc, Z=4) and fcc (Fm3̄m, Z
=1) phases of Ce, as obtained from the supplier, was trans-
formed into a pure fcc phase,g, in DAC after loading of the
sample without a pressure-transmitting medium and slight
compression. In full agreement with the published data, the
g-to-a sfcc-fcc8d isostructural phase transition occurs in Ce
in the pressure range 0.6–1.0 GPa. Thea-Ce phase then
transforms to the monoclinica9-Ce phase(C2/m, Z=2)
starting from 5.3 GPa. Further pressure increase results, at
P=12.5 GPa, in the appearance of weak diffraction peaks of
the body-centered-tetragonalsbctd structure(I4/mmm, Z=1).
The pressure range of the transformation froma9-Ce to
bct-Ce extends to 17.7 GPa.

The previously reported monoclinica9-Ce structure12

gives a good trial for the Rietveld refinement of the diffrac-
tion pattern, as shown in Fig. 1. The traces of contaminating
phases can be distinguished in Fig. 1 as well. A structure
indexed with the fcc lattice has a lattice parameter close to
that reported for the intermediate space between agsfccd and
asfcc8d “int-fcc” structure.12,16 Some observations suggest
that this phase results from the Ce metal oxidation. In our
experiments, the int-fcc was seen in all diffraction patterns
with a smooth variation of the cubic lattice parameter as a
function of pressure. The phase transitions in Ce produce no
remarkable effects on the diffraction peaks attributed to this
phase. At pressures above theg-to-a isostructural phase tran-
sition, the int-fcc phase was well resolved, and the Birch-
Murnaghan equation of state fitted to high-pressure data
gives the lattice parameter extrapolated to ambient pressure

of 5.092±0.005 Å(see Fig. 2). This value is in good agree-
ment with the lattice parametera=5.089 Å reported for the
monoxide CeO, synthesized at high pressure and high
temperature.17 It is worth noting the existence of the metal
monoxide already in the “virgin” samples obtained from the
supplier. Neither additional oxidation nor any other chemical
reaction was observed in our experiments.

The experiments with Ce samples loaded with silicon oil
as a pressure-transmitting medium have resulted in an iden-
tical sequence of phase transitions with almost the same val-
ues of pressures for the phase transformations as in previous
experimental conditions. The isostructuralg-to-a phase tran-
sition in Ce metal occurs between 1.0 and 2.1 GPa. In this
pressure range, silicon oil provides hydrostatic conditions of
compression. The high-pressure monoclinica9 phase ap-
pears at 5.8 GPa and then coexists with the bct phase starting
from 14.1 GPa. Analogously to nonhydrostatic pressure con-
ditions, weak traces of the same contaminating phases, in-
cluding int-fcc, were observed on powder diffraction pat-
terns. Both methods of cell loading evidenced no phase with
the a-U–type structure in Ce. Figure 2 shows the atomic
volume behavior of Ce metal in the studied pressure range.

In order to induce in Ce the transition to thea-U–type
phase, as it might follow from the annealing experiments in
Ref. 12, we carried out the high-pressure diffraction mea-
surements at elevated temperature. The pressure cell, loaded
without a pressure medium, was heated slowly by an exter-
nal heating element up to 473 K. During the temperature
increase, the pressure was kept in the range of 0.3–0.5 GPa.
At 0.5 GPa and 473 K, the diffraction pattern exhibits only
three strong peaks belonging tog-Ce.

Subsequent compression at 473 K results, at 1.5 GPa, in
the volume-collapsed transition from theg-Ce phase to the
a-Ce one. The singlea phase of Ce was stable up to 4 GPa.
The image taken at 6 GPa revealed several very intense spots
at 2u values expected for thea-U phase. No traces of
a9-Ce phase or any other phase of Ce(except impurities)
were detected. The compression of the sample up to 10 GPa
induced a gradual distortion of the intense spots from the
a-U phase of Ce into the inhomogeneous diffraction rings.
We kept the sample at 473 K and 10 GPa for 10 h. No sub-
stantial changes were observed in the diffraction patterns
during the time of annealing: a singlea-U phase of Ce was

FIG. 1. Diffraction pattern and respective Rietveld fit ofa9-Ce
at 12.4 GPa withV=21.851 Å3/at. The cross symbols represent
experimental data; the solid line running through the data refers to
the calculated pattern. The corresponding difference curve is plotted
below the diagram. The tick marks indicate the peak positions for
the a9-Ce (bottom) and the CeO(top) structures.

FIG. 2. Atomic volume of Ce metal as a function of increasing
pressure. Solid circles, cubicg-Ce; open circles, cubica-Ce; tri-
angles, monoclinica9-Ce; diamonds, tetragonal Ce; squares, CeO.
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present. Such observations correspond to the data of Ref. 12,
where the two-phasea9 /a-U mixture was observed atP
.7 GPa andT=373 K, while the sample quenched fromP
.10 GPa andT=473 K to P=5 GPa andT=300 K exhib-
ited a fully transformeda-U structure. Our results are there-
fore in very good agreement with the preceding studies,4,12,18

and provide a reliable reference for the following experi-
ments with Pr.

B. Praseodymium

The diffraction experiments on Pr disclose the sequence
of pressure-induced phases dhcpsPr-Id–fccsPr-IId–
dist.fccsPr−IIId. The diffraction peaks from the fcc structure
appear at about 5.0 GPa. A two-phase mixture was observed
up to 7.7 GPa, where the dhcp-to-fcc phase transformation
was completed. The appearance of superlattice reflections
characteristic for the rhombohedral phase was clearly seen at

8.1 GPa. The rhombohedral dist.fcc phase(R3̄m, Z=8)
is considered usually to be stable up to about 20 GPa.7,19

However, we have found that diffraction patterns can be sat-
isfactorily fitted to the corresponding rhombohedral structure
only up to about 12 GPa. A systematic and increasing misfit
of simulated and experimental diffraction patterns was ob-
served with pressure increasing above 12 GPa. One can see
such a difference by comparing the diffraction patterns of Pr
and rhombohedral Nd collected at pressures yielding identi-
cal atomic volumes[Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively]. It
should be noted that the authors of Ref. 20 have also encoun-
tered the difficulty of consistently fitting the patterns, near
the Pr-III and Pr-IV phase boundary, to known Pr structures.

In search of a trial model for the new phase of Pr, first the
monoclinica9-Ce type structure8 was discarded[to compare,
see Fig. 1 and Fig. 3(a)]. We were unable to index high-
pressure diffraction patterns of Pr with this latter structure. A
detailed inspection of the diffraction patterns at pressures
below and above the transition to thea-U phase stable at
higher pressuresPtr=25 GPad showed, for example, that the

important monoclinica9-Ce structure reflections202̄d was
not present. Instead, one can observe weak peaks related to
the fcc lattice, already mentioned but kept nonindexed by the
authors of Ref. 21. We believe that these peaks originate
from the monoxide PrO. The high-pressure values of the
lattice spacings of the corresponding structure extrapolated
to the ambient pressure yield the lattice parameterac
=5.029 Å. This value is in very good agreement with the
lattice parameter ac=5.031 Å reported for the PrO
structure.17 It is worth noting also a consistency in the PrO
and CeO lattice parameters behavior(Figs. 2 and 4). Again,
it should be underlined that no indication of either chemical
reaction or oxidation was observed in our experiments with
Pr as well.

In order to show more clearly the additional features that
distinguish the diffraction patterns of the new structure of Pr
and the rhombohedral dist.fcc structure, we carried out high-
pressure experiments at longer x-ray wavelengthsl
=0.72 Åd. Figure 5 shows the diffraction patterns of Pr in the
selected 2u ranges at different pressures approaching the
transition point to thea-U phase.

The most striking effect of increasing pressure on the dif-
fraction pattern of the rhombohedral structure is a variation
of the intensity of the(006) and (202) reflections. One can
conclude the evident evolution of the corresponding intensity
ratio from Is006d / Is202d,1 at 13 GPa[Fig. 5(a)] to a re-
versedIs006d / Is202d.1 at 24.9 GPa[Fig. 5(c)]. Neither an
increase of the rhombohedral distortion of the fcc phase nor
the drastic change in the preferred orientation(which are

FIG. 3. Diffraction patterns and Rietveld fits of(a) monoclinic
structure of Pr described in the textsPr-VIId at 19.1 GPa withV
=21.969 Å3/at compared to(b) rhombohedral dist.fcc structure of
Nd at 21.3 GPa withV=21.414 Å3/at. The tick marks in(a) indi-
cate the calculated peak positions for(from bottom to top) Pr-VII,
NaCl, and PrO structures.

FIG. 4. Atomic volume of Pr metal as a function of increasing
pressure: solid circles, dhcp; open circles, fcc; triangles, rhombohe-
dral; open diamonds, monoclinic; inverted triangles,a-U; solid dia-
monds, PrO. Crosses are the data points from Ref. 8.
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necessary to simulate the observed evolution of the intensity
ratio) gives a satisfactory full-profile fit. The evident incon-
sistency relates also to positions of the(208) and (220)
rhombohedral lattice reflections as shown in Fig. 5.

The above arguments led us to look for another candidate
for the structure of Pr in the pressure range 12–25 GPa.
Figure 3(a) shows the experimental diffraction pattern from
Pr and the best full-profile fit with the monoclinic structure
belonging to theC2/m space group and the unit cell lattice
parameters: am=10.984s2d Å, bm=6.3810s2d Å, cm

=6.275s3d Å and b=126.12s1d°. The Pr atoms occupy two
fourfold positions and one general eightfold position with the
atomic positional parameters: 4sid1: s0.7149,0,0.2666d,
4sid2: s0.2338,0,0.2680d, and 8s jd: s−0.0107,0.7589,
0.2655d. At variance with the rhombohedral structure, the
above monoclinic one, Pr-VII, gives good reliability indices
(Rwp=0.0383, goodness of fit equal to 1.62) even without a
preferred orientation correction.22 Figure 6 compares the em-
bedding of the two monoclinic unit cells,a9-Ce and Pr-VII,
into the fcc and bcc lattices.

C. Discussion

Contradictory observations were reported on an interme-
diate phase located between the dist.fcc and thea-U phase.
On the one hand, the authors of Ref. 8 reported the existence
in Pr of a phase, stable in the pressure range from 10 to
20 GPa, different from the rhombohedral dist.fcc. The corre-
sponding diffraction patterns were indexed with a good fit to
a monoclinic structure based on theC2/m symmetry and
lattice parametersa=5.995 Å,b=3.182 Å,c=5.633 Å, and
b=112.12°(four atoms per unit cell). However, onlyd spac-
ings were fitted while the calculated intensities of diffraction

peaks showed regular deviations from those obtained
experimentally.8 On the other hand, recently published dif-
fraction data,20 collected at different pressures and tempera-
tures in the same pressure range, showed no evidence of the
existence of an intermediate phase. Our high-resolution data
provide evidence that a monoclinic phase definitely exists in
compressed Pr but its structure is different from the structure
suggested in Ref. 8.

An important argument for the existence of a phase tran-
sition at P.10 GPa is provided by the equation of state of
Pr plotted in Fig. 4 with data obtained in the present study
and complemented by data from Ref. 8. One notes, in Fig. 4,
an evident singularity atP.10 GPa in the atomic volume
dependence plotted versus pressure. The existence of two
different compressibilities is a clear indication of a structural
change. It is useful also to note that an anomaly in the pres-
sure behavior of the normalized intensity of the(105) super-
lattice reflection of the dist.fcc phase has already been ob-
served in Pr in the same pressure range.19

The question arises as to the existence or the absence of
an analogy between monoclinic phases observed in Ce and
Pr metals. It is convenient to group the low-pressure phases
of Ce into two types, relating to the state of thef electrons:
(i) noncollapsed structures in which 4f electrons are local-
ized, and(ii ) collapsed structures with itinerant 4f electrons.
The cubicg-Ce has localizedf shells while the other cubic
a, monoclinica9, and orthorhombica-U structures are con-
sidered to be showing electron delocalization effects. The
principal indication of thef-electron state transformation in
diffraction experiments is the atomic volume collapse ob-
served, for example, at theg-to-a isostructural phase transi-
tion. However, in view of the temperature-induced gradual
crossover in Ce through the critical end point of the jumplike
delocalization regime to the smooth valence variation re-
gime, it appears more reasonable to underline, in our classi-
fication, an itinerant character of the 4f electrons themselves

FIG. 5. Diffraction patterns from Pr metalsl=0.72 Åd at in-
creasing pressure:(a) 13.0, (b) 17.8, (c) 24.9 GPa. Solid lines cor-
respond to the left-side intensity scales, dashed lines to the enlarged
right-side ones. The tick marks indicate the calculated peak posi-
tions for the dist.fcc structure.

FIG. 6. The relationship between the face-centered(dashed
lines), body-centered(dotted lines) cubic lattices, and monoclinic
unit cells of Pr-VII (a) and a9-Ce (b). a, b, and c are the basis
vectors of the monoclinic Bravais lattice, andC is the centered
vector. The face-centered-cubic cell is distorted by the reversed
Bain deformation.
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rather than the magnitude of the volume discontinuity(col-
lapse).

An important indication of thef-electron state in Pr is
provided by the evident change of the Pr structure compress-
ibility at the dist.fcc-to-monoclinic transition(Fig. 4). The
almost continuous character of the latter and the preceding
fcc-dist.fcc transformation does not allow one to conclude
that there is an interatomic nature of such a change, but
speaks in favor of the electronic shell modification, which
transforms the “compressibility” of the atom itself. One
notes the identical values of the bulk modulus,B0, of mono-
clinic CesB0=30.7 GPad and PrsB0=30.5 GPad metals, both
differing remarkably from that of theg-Ce sB0=24.4 GPad
and fcc Pr-II[B0=25.1 GPa(Ref. 20)] structures. The “col-
lapsed” cubica-Ce structure yields an intermediate value
B0=26.7 GPa. Such an analogy in the “elastic” properties of
the Ce and Pr atoms in their monoclinic phases, along with
data on the starting valence variation in cubic Pr,23 leads us
to attribute the monoclinic Pr-VII structure to one with al-
ready itinerant 4f electrons but not to a “precollapsed” struc-
ture. The existence of an analogy in the corresponding ato-
mistic mechanisms of the transformations as well will be
shown in the following section.

IV. PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODELS

A. Order parameters

As a first step in unifying the preceding crystallographic
description of the phases and transformations between them,
let us express the basic vectors of the observed low-
symmetry monoclinic, orthorhombic, and rhombohedral
structures as a function of the basic vectorsai

f associated
with the fcc lattice. It means that we will consider this latter
as the parent phase. Such a choice is justified by the direct
adjacent of all low-symmetry phases under consideration
with the fcc phase.

From Fig. 6(b), one has for the monoclinica9-Ce unit cell

a = − a2
f + a3

f , b = a1
f − a2

f , c = a1
f + a2

f . s1d

The unit cell embedding scheme for the monoclinic Pr-VII
[Fig. 6(a)] yields

am = − a2
f + a3

f , bm = 2sa1
f − a2

f d, cm = a1
f + a2

f . s2d

The relationships between basis vectors of the cubic fcc,
orthorhombica-U, and rhombohedral dist.fcc structures are13

aU = a1
f , bU = − a2

f + a3
f , cU = a2

f + a3
f , s3d

a1
R = 2a1

f , a2
R = 2a2

f , a3
R = 2a3

f . s4d

Vectorsa1
f =f011g, a2

f =f101g, anda3
f =f110g in Eqs. (1)–(4)

define theprimitive fcc unit cell.
Following a standard procedure, one can find that order

parameterhhij for transformations from the fcc parent phase
to Pr-VII, dist.fcc, anda9-Ce belongs to theL point of the
fcc Brillouin zone sBZd characterized by the wave vector
k9

f =sb1
f +b2

f +b3
f d /2 in Kovalev’s notation,24 while the order

parameterhjij for the fcc-to-a-U transformation belongs to

the X point of BZ, characterized byk10
f =sb1

f +b2
f d /2. The

corresponding atomic displacements, distorting the parent
phase, represent eigenvectors of the transverse acoustic pho-
non modesL3

− andX5
− or, in the group-theoretical terms, they

represent basis functions for the eight-dimensional irreduc-
ible representationL3

− and six-dimensionalX5
− (see, for ex-

ample, the tables in Ref. 25).
The equilibrium values of the eight-component order pa-

rameter(hi, i =1 to 8) describing the considered phases are

dist.fcc:h1/Î3 = h2 = h5/Î3 = h6 = h7/Î3 = h8 = h Þ 0,

h3 = h4 = 0;

a9-Ce:h1 Þ 0, h j = 0 s j = 2 to 8d;

Pr-VII: h1 = h3 = h5 = h7 = 0, h j Þ 0 s j = 2,4,6,8d. s5d

Among the 27 possible low-symmetry equilibrium states,
one can find for theX5

− order parameter(ji, i =1 to 6) only
one,

j1 Þ 0, j j = 0 s j = 2 to 6d, s6d

which corresponds to a phase of orthorhombic symmetry
CmcmsZ=2d, i.e., to thea-U phase.25 By definition, hi =0
andj j =0 for the fcc phase.

B. Phase diagram for cerium

The introduction of Eqs.(5) and (6), along with transfor-
mation properties of the order parameter components(hi and
ji) by the matrices of the irreducible representationsL3

− and
X5

−, respectively, yield the effective Landau free energy for
the fcc-to-a9-Ce and fcc-to-a-U transitions,

Fsh,jd = a1h2 + a2h4 + a3h6 + b1j2 + b2j4 + b3j6 + g1h2j2,

s7d

in which the lowest degree biquadratic coupling between
single-component effective order parametersh and j has
been included. The coefficientsa3 and b3 are assumed to
satisfy the conditionsa3.0, b3.0, insuring the positive
definiteness ofFsh ,jd for large values ofh and j.26 It is
worth noting that the thermodynamic model(7) is “structur-
ally stable,” which means it is complete, and the principal
predictions concerning the singularity types are valid, even
if, for example, the maximal degree of the free-energy ex-
pansion is increased.27 The equations of state corresponding
to the potential(7) are

] F

] h
= 2hha1 + 2a2h2 + 3a3h4 + g1j2j = 0,

] F

] j
= 2jhb1 + 2b2j2 + 3b3j4 + g1h2j = 0. s8d

This shows that there are the following four possible equi-
librium structures:

I:h = 0; j = 0 :a-Cesfccd;

II:h = 0, j1,2
2 = s− b2 ± Îb2

2 − 3b1b3d/3b3 :a-U;
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III: j = 0, h1,2
2 = s− a2 ± Îa2

2 − 3a1a3d/3a3 :a9-Ce;

IV:h Þ 0; j Þ 0 :C2/msZ = 4d. s9d

The stability domains of the phases listed in Eqs.(9) are
determined by the inequalities

*
]2F

] h2

]2F

] h ] j

]2F

] h ] j

]2F

] j2
*

= 16h2j2f4sa2 + 3a3h2dsb2 + 3b3j2d − g1
2g ù 0,

]2F

] h2 = 8h2sa2 + 3a3h2d ù 0. s10d

They lead to different phase diagram topologies depending
of the signsai, bi, and D=4a2b2−g1

2.26 In order to be con-
gruous with the experimental observations, one should
choose, for the discussion of Eqs.(8) and(10), the region in
which both the fcc-a9 and fcc-a-U transformations are of the
first order. Figure 7(a) shows the phase diagram correspond-
ing to a2,0, b2,0, D.0 in the plane of the coefficients
(a1, b1), which are assumed to vary linearly as functions of
two external variablesT andP,

a1 = a1sT − TCd + a2sP − PCd,

b1 = b1sT − TCd + b2sP − PCd. s11d

Note that the three phases(fcc, a-U, anda9-Ce) merge at the
triple point T1, and that thea-U and a9-Ce phases can be
reached from the fcc phase across first-order transition lines.
We do not discuss here the region of the phase diagram con-
taining the other triple point,T2, and two tricritical points
since the relating monoclinic phase IV was not found experi-
mentally in lanthanide metals.

The linear transformations(11) convert the diagram of
Fig. 7(a) into a P-T diagram[Fig. 7(b)], which is more con-
venient to compare with experimental data. For such an op-
eration we have used(i) data on positions of the two-phase
regions fcc/a-U and fcc/a9-Ce mapped in our experiments
(see above Sec. III) and shown by thick arrows in Fig. 7(b)
and (ii ) two points from Ref. 12 shown by asterisks. The
hatched area on the high-pressure side of the phase diagram
of Fig. 7(b) corresponds to the stability domain of a body-
centered-tetragonal phase experimentally observed by the
authors of Ref. 28. The transformation into this latter is
known to be induced by an order parameter different from
those considered above.13 For the sake of simplicity, and
without loss of generality, we did not include it in our analy-
sis.

Some comments are needed concerning asemiquantita-
tive character of the phase diagram of Fig. 7(b) calculated in
the framework of the model(7). First, the model(7) is a
thermodynamic one and therefore takes into account no ki-
netic aspects of the transformations. This means, for ex-
ample, that the considered model predicts a transformation
starting at the pressure and temperature at which the energy
of the initial state is equal to the energy of the final state
(first-order transition lines in Fig. 7). However, in real sys-
tems, due to kinetic reasons, a transition starts at higher pres-
sure and temperature, when these external parameters vary
upward. Second, the model(7) is a phenomenological one
and needs, in order to be quantitative, a sufficient set of
experimental data, which is not the case for the transforma-
tions in the Ce metal. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out
that all predicted tendencies can be considered to be reliable.

C. Phase diagram for praseodymium

The phenomenological model for Pr turns out to be more
complicated than the one for Ce. The equilibrium relation-
ships(5) show that both low-symmetry phases of praseody-
mium, namely dist.fcc and Pr-VII, are induced by the same
order parameterhjij. This leads one to conclude that the cor-
respondingeffectiveorder parameter, in contrast with the
model considered in Sec. IV B for Ce, should be at least
two-component. The advanced model deals with the effec-
tive Landau energy

Fsh,j1,j2d = a1h2 + a2h4 + a3h6 + b1sj1
2 + j2

2d + b2sj1
2 + j2

2d2

+ csj1
4 + j2

4d + b3sj1
6 + j2

6d + gh2sj1
2 + j2

2d. s12d

This model was analyzed earlier in Ref. 29. Here we will
use some results of that comprehensive consideration. The

FIG. 7. (a) Phase diagram corresponding to the expansion(7)
for a2,0, b2,0, g1.0. Full, dashed, and dash-dotted lines are,
respectively, first-order, second-order transition, and limit of stabil-
ity lines.Ti are three-phase points. Hatched and shadowed areas are
the two-phase coexistence regions. The dotted lines show possible
P-T axes arrangement.(b) The theoretical phase diagram as trans-
formed to theP-T coordinate system and compared with experi-
mental data on Ce. Thick arrows represent the data of the present
work, asterisks show the points studied by the authors of Ref. 12
and discussed in the text. Striped high-pressure area shows sche-
matically the stability domain of the bct phase.
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equations of state corresponding to the potential(12) are

] F

] h
= 2hha1 + 2a2h2 + 3a3h4 + gsj1

2 + j2
2dj = 0,

] F

] ji
= 2jihb1 + 2b2sj1

2 + j2
2d + 2cji

2+ 3b3ji
4 + gh2j = 0.

s13d

The system(13) has six solutions, four of which can be
identified as the phases observed in Pr,

1:h = 0; ji = 0 :Pr-II sfccd;

2:h Þ 0, ji = 0 :Pr-IV sa-Ud;

3:h = 0, j1 Þ 0, j2 = 0 :Pr-III sdist.fccd;

4:h Þ 0; j1 = j2 Þ 0 :Pr-VII smonoclinicd. s14d

Figure 8(a) represents the phase diagram resulting from the
minimization of the potential(12) in the plane of the phe-
nomenological parameterssa1,b1d, and Fig. 8(b) shows the
same diagram converted, making use of the transformation
(11), in the P-T coordinates. One can conclude that the the-
oretical diagram reproduces sufficiently well the topology of
the experimental diagram of the Pr metal, where the room-
temperature sequence of phases fcc-dist.fcc-monoclinic-a-
U evolves to the fcc-a-U sequence at elevated temperature,
therefore this latter phase dominates in the phase diagram.30

An important point to be mentioned is the compatibility
of the partial phase diagram of Fig. 8, calculated in the
framework of the model Eq.(12), with the whole phase dia-

gram of Pr including the melting curve.31 The transition line
predicted for the 1sPr-IId-to-2sPr-IVd transformation and ex-
trapolated to higher temperatures and pressures intercepts the
experimentally determined melting curve close to the triple
point melt-fcc-a-U suggested by the authors of Ref. 31 at
P.24 GPa andT.1400 K.

Another conclusion, worth noting as potentially useful for
future microscopic considerations, results from a comparison
of the theoretically predicted and experimentally observed
character of the dist.fcc-to-Pr-VII phase transition. From our
experiments, we have found this transformation to be weakly
first-order. In the model(12), the character of this transition
can be estimated from the width,s, of the 3/4 coexistence
region, limited by straight lines,29

3: a1
s3d =

4a2c

3b3
,

4: a1
s4d =

4a2c − c2

3b3
. s15d

By subtracting, one has

s =
c2

3b3
. s16d

According Eq.(16), the almost continuous character of the
3-4 sPr-III–to–Pr-VIId phase transformation indicates, for Pr,
a vanishing of the phenomenological parameterc in the Lan-
dau energy(12). s is equal to zero for the second-order
phase transition. One can note the existence, in the potential
(12), of two fourth-degree terms: one,b2, is the squared qua-
dratic invariant; the other,c, is the basis invariant itself. In
terms of atomic interactions, the first one represents four-
particle interactions, which can be reduced to the pairwise
(central) ones, while the latter basis invariant represents
more complex quadrupolar(noncentral) interactions. The
vanishing of thec coefficient in the free energy(12) indi-
cates a negligible role of the quadrupolar interatomic forces
in the stabilization of the low-symmetry crystal structures in
Pr.

D. Strain effect on the monoclinic and orthorhombic phase
stability

An important question, which this paper addresses, re-
gards the origin and mechanism of a remarkable elastic field
effect on the monoclinic and orthorhombic phase stability in
Ce. In the Introduction, we mentioned the controversial situ-
ation when one body of literature claims that cubica-Ce
transforms to thea-U structure, but another body of work
concludes with equal certainty that the transition is to a dif-
ferent, monoclinic structure. The authors of Ref. 12 demon-
strated that the conflicting results obtained for the phases
above 5 GPa arise from differing methods of sample prepa-
ration. They suggested that cold working, if applied to the
metal at the preparation stage, somehow favors the small
shear distortion, which, in turn, promotes the change in the
phase sequence. In this and the following sections we will
show, in the framework of the present group-theoretical and

FIG. 8. Equilibrium phase diagrams associated with the order-
parameter expansion defined by Eq.(12) for b2+c.0, c.0,
g1.0. Full, dashed, and dotted lines have the same meaning as in
Fig. 7. (a) Theoretical phase diagram;(b) diagram transformed to
the P-T coordinate system and compared with experimental data
from Ref. 11 (solid symbols) and supplemented by the dist.fcc-
to-Pr-VII transition point found in the present study(open symbol).
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thermodynamic theory, how an elastic field shifts the stabil-
ity limits of the phases, and explain why this effect is espe-
cially pronounced for thea9-Ce/a-U phase boundary.

The strain effect can be foreseen by considering the mixed
free-energy expansion

F̃sh,j,eid = Fsh,jd +
1

2
cijeiej + g2h2ei + g3j2ei , s17d

where Fsh ,jd is the effective order-parameter expansion,
given by Eq.(7), associated with thea–a9 anda–a–U phase
transitions. The remaining terms in Eq.(17) express the free
energy associated with the onset of homogeneous shear
strains,ei, induced by the phase transitions or by an external
stress, and the coupling ofei with the structural order param-
eters. The elastic energy contribution is restricted to a qua-
dratic term due to its noncritical(nonsymmetry-breaking)
character. The form of the coupling terms is determined by
the symmetry properties of the primary order parametersh

and j. Minimization with respect toei of F̃ provides the
equation of state

] F̃

] ei
= g2h2 + g3j2 + cijej = 0, s18d

which yields equilibrium relationships between order param-
eters and strain components in different phases,

ei
0 = −

g2h2 + g3j2

cij
. s19d

Introducing it in Eq.(17) gives the renormalized form ofF̃,

F̃sh,jd = a1h2 + ã2h4 + a3h6 + b1j2 + b̃2j4 + b3j6 + g̃h2j2,

s20d

where

ã2 = a2 −
g2

2

2cij
, b̃2 = b2 −

g3
2

2cij
, g̃ = g1 −

g2g3

cij
. s21d

In order to simplify our demonstration, let us consider the
strain effect on the position of the pointS [Fig. 7(b)] where
the stability limit (spinodal line) of the a-U phase with re-
spect to the parent fcc phase joins the stability limit with
respect to thea9-Ce phase. The strain-induced shift of this
point is characteristic, therefore, of both stability limit lines.
Equations(10) yield the coordinates of the pointS on the
phase diagram of a stress-free sample,

Ha1
0 = 0, b1

0 =
b2

2

3b3
J . s22d

A stress applied to or induced in the sample displaces this
point along thea1 axis to a new position characterized by the

same Eqs.(22) but with the renormalized parameterb̃2 [see
Eq. (21)]. One can find the corresponding shift,d,

d = b1
0sb2d − b1

esb̃2d =
g3

3cijb3
Hb2 −

g3

4cij
J . s23d

For a weak repulsive interaction of the order parameter with
strainssg3,0d, d is positive(remember thatb2,0, b3.0,
cij .0) and the pointS is shifted towards thesa1,b1d coordi-
nate system origin or, in terms of physically variable param-
eters, to higher temperatures[Fig. 7(b)]. Completely in ac-
cordance with this theoretical prediction, in the course of
compressing, a stress-free Ce sample transforms, at room
temperature and pressure around 7 GPa, into thea-U phase,
while a cold-worked(stressed) one undergoes the fcc-to-a9
transformation. It is worth noting that the above consider-
ation and its conclusions are applicable to Pr as well, since
the substitution of the single-component order parameterj
by the two-component onehj1,2j in the expansion(17) does
not change the principal equations of the corresponding
model.

E. Transformation mechanisms and order-parameter genesis

It remains to understand the special sensitivity of thea9
-a-U phase boundary with respect to external effects. For
this goal, one should analyze, in the framework of an ad-
vanced model, the mechanisms of the fcc-a9 and fcc-a-U
transformations. The theory developed in the preceding sec-
tions for these transformations is a local one, which consid-
ers the fcc phase as a parent one. Although it provides an
adequate description of the corresponding phase diagrams, a
more general unifying description of all the lanthanide struc-
tures was proposed earlier in terms of displacive mechanisms
occurring from a bcc parent structure.13 Such a picture was
justified by the existence of a bcc phase below the melt in the
phase diagrams of at least 11 lanthanide elements.6 The dis-
placive transformation mechanisms from the bcc structure
were divided into two types:(i) variants of the Burgers
mechanism32 which give rise to hcp, dhcp, and 9R structures,
and(ii ) variants of the Bain deformation mechanism33 which
yield the fcc and bct structures. The monoclinica9-Ce and
orthorhombica-U structures provide a link between the two
preceding variants.

The bcc-hcp Burgers mechanism can be formulated in
terms of antiparallel shifting of the atoms lying in the

s110dbcc planes along ±f11̄0gbcc directions. It leads to the
orthorhombica-U-type structure(space groupCmcm, Z=2),
which transforms into the hcp structure for the special shifts,
supplemented by spontaneous deformations consisting in
tensile and shear strains.34 The bcc-fcc Bain deformation
consists in stretching the bcc unit cell along one of the four-
fold axes and compressing along the other fourfold axes.

Let us consider the interaction of the above two mecha-
nisms destabilizing the bcc parent structure. The primary or-
der parameter, which corresponds to the Burgers mechanism,
belongs to the pointNb (vectork9

b=b3
b/2) of the bcc BZ, and

spans the six-dimensional irreducible representationN4
−.

Condensation of a singleOP component(for example,h1
Þ0, h2 to 6=0) induces the bcc-a-U structure
transformation,13,34 which reduces the crystal class order by

factor 6: fm3̄mg / fmmmg=48/8=6. At theonset, this latter
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reduction results, in the crystal, in six orientational domains
of the orthorhombic phase, each corresponding to different
singlehi Þ0. The coincidence of the symmetry groupmmm
of the vectork9

b and the crystal class of the low-symmetry
structure allows one to relate every orientational domain of
thea-U phase to the corresponding arm of the starhk9

sidj or to
the corresponding single point of the sixfoldNb position. In
the Ce metal, such destabilization of the bcc structure is fore-
stalled by the distortion of the crystal with the Bain defor-
mation mechanism, transforming the bcc structure to the fcc
one. In the reciprocal space, the Bain deformation “splits”
the sixfoldNb-point position of the bcc BZ to two,Lf andXf,
in the fcc BZ (Fig. 9). This means that the single transfor-
mation channel from the bcc structure to thea-U structure
branches, under the effect of the Bain deformation, into two
nonequivalent channels, i.e., the single Burgers instability
appears as two different instabilities if it is considered in
terms of the fcc structure. The straightforward group-
theoretical procedure allows one to conclude that the final
product of the transformation, appearing as one induced by
an order parameter from theXf point, is thea-U structure,
while the other one, resulting from the instability in theLf

point, is thea9-Ce structure. In the other words,a-U and
a9-Ce structures are the originally equivalent domains of the
same orthorhombic phase distorted, due to its different ori-
entation, in a different manner by the “external field” of the
second-order parameter(Bain deformation). The a-U–to–
a9-Ce structure transformation appears, therefore, as a type
of switching of domains. Such an interpretation of thea
-U–a9 transformation character reasonably justifies the ex-
istence of such a low energetic barrier for the transformation
process and, consequently, its elevated sensitivity with re-
spect to external effects. The mechanism of theelasticfield
effect was considered in the preceding section.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our x-ray-diffraction study definitely evidenced the exis-
tence of the monoclinicC2/m sZ=8d phase, Pr-VII, in the
pressure range 10–25 GPa, intermediate between the dis-
torted fcc, Pr-III, and the orthorhombic, Pr-IV, phases. The
symmetry analysis shows that the same phononL3

− instability
as for the fcc-dist.fcc and fcc-a9-Ce transformations induces
the transition into the monoclinic Pr-VII phase. The phenom-
enological models proposed for the preceding transforma-
tions reproduce well the topology of the phaseP-T diagrams
of Ce and Pr, and relate the high lability of thea9-Ce/a-U
phase boundary to the identity of their distortion mecha-
nisms.
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